Yapton C. of E. Primary School
Home Learning Ideas
Year 6, Week beginning: 1st February 2021

Inspiration for the week:
Persuasive Letter
This week will be exploring persuasive techniques by writing a letter to our school
PE co-ordinators to encourage them to buy fair-trade footballs in the future.

English:Remember to think carefully about what you are going to write
before you start! Capital letters and full stops ARE important.
Remember to use spelling and grammar rules that you have learnt this
year so far in your writing.
Reading
Writing

Maths
Remember to keep learning and practising your times tables –
you should be logging on and completing a session of TTRS
EVERY day.

Session 1:
Imagine fair-trade workers sitting
around the fire at night telling their
favourite stories by listening to the
audiobook following this link:
https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/teachin
g-resources/the-story-of-anansi-andhis-sons-an-audiobook-and-lessonplan-for-world-book-day/
Listen out for the names of Anansi’s six
sons. Draw a picture of each of them
illustrating their special power.

Session 1: Using efficient strategies to multiply numbers, including decimals
In this lesson, we will be looking at which different strategies are the best to use
when solving multiplication problems.
Here is the link to the lesson:
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/use-efficient-strategies-tomultiply-numbers-including-decimals-6rr3at

Session 2:
Answer the reading comprehension
questions on Google Classroom based
on the Anansi story from Monday and
consider the reasons for the oral storytelling tradition.

Session 1: Researching fair-trade
footballs
This week we will be writing a letter to
Mrs Horrex asking for her to consider
buying fair-trade footballs for our
school.
Write 3 questions you have about fairtrade footballs. Watch the following
video on fair-trade footballs to see if this
answers your questions:
https://vimeo.com/169701686
Now write notes under the headings
provided on Google Classroom. Think of
what you might want to include in your
letter. Do you still have any questions?
Session 2: Formal/informal language
When writing letters we need to
consider the level of formality that is
needed.
Join Mrs Green on the video link on
Google Classroom to find out more
about today’s activities practising our
use of formal and informal language.

The 2 chilli challenge require you to multiply decimals involving length and
money.
The 3 chilli challenge gives you an extra challenge.
The 1 chilli challenge still requires you to multiply decimal numbers – just smaller
ones!
Session 2: Practising multiplication and division skills
This lesson will help us remember and revise multiplication and division skills and
then apply them to some problems. Here is the link to the lesson:
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/practise-multiplication-anddivision-skills-64vp2e
There are a range of tasks to remind you about things we have been learning
about in the 1 and 2 chilli challenges.
If you are feeling confident about factors and multiples and values of digits in
decimal numbers, there are some word problems to solve (of course they have
got decimals in them!).

Session 3:
A theme in traditional storytelling is
‘call and response’: the storyteller says
something, and the audience replies
with a response. We are going to do
this, but with actions. Create an action
for each of Anansi’s sons.

Session 3: Planning a persuasive letter
Use your notes on fair-trade footballs
and the powerpoint/planning resources
on Google Classroom to help you plan
your letter. Remember to use the
correct level of formality and think
about your letter layout.

Session 3: Using formal written methods for short multiplication, including
multiplying decimals
Today’s lesson focusses on applying our multplication skills to calculations
involving decimals. Here is the link:
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/use-formal-written-methodsfor-short-multiplication-including-multiplying-decimals-6rvp2r
Today’s 2 chilli challenge involves a pasta making machine (and decimals!).

Session 4:
Create your own oral retelling of the
Anansi story, with actions and
responses and share this with your
family.

Session 4: Drafting a persuasive letter
Draft your letter using your plan, the
correct letter layout and the other
resources we have used this week to
help you. Assess your work using the
self-assessment document on Google
Classroom. Have you included
everything you needed to?

There are some more decimal word problems in the 3 chilli challenge.

Session 5:
Why not enjoy some more Anansi
stories today? Follow the links on
Google Classroom or see if you can find
out about any more of his stories. What
do they all have in common?

Feel Good Friday
So we have learnt about lots of different
fair-trade products from bananas to
footballs! Now it’s your turn....Create
your own fair-trade product. It could be
a cereal bar, a smoothie or even a brand
of fair-trade clothing. Design packaging
and advertising for your product. You
can come up with a logo, a slogan or a
sales pitch to promote your product....

Session 4: Multiplying by a two digit number using long multiplication
The last lesson in this unit gives us the chance to remind ourselves how to
multiply by two digit numbers, including decimals. Here is the link:
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/multiply-by-a-two-digit-numberusing-long-multiplication-75k3cc

If you need some more practice mutiplying decimals by a whole number using
the area method (grid method), take a look at the 1 chilli challenge today!

All 3 chilli challenes today require you to do some estimating before calculating
the answers. Which method will you use…?

Spelling Practice
You will be sent your weekly spelling
list on Google Classroom. Complete the
activity for each day and then ask a
home grown up to test you on Friday.

Art: Anansi spider webs
This week our art is inspired by the
Anansi stories. Create a spider web by
experimenting with patterns and lines,=
based on African
art. You can even
make an Anansi
spider to put onto
your web!

Mon: Find the definitions
Tues: Write a spelling story
Weds: Spelling pyramids
Thurs: 2-minute spelling challenge
Fri: Vowels, consonants and syllables
RE: How do the belief of Christians affect their actions?
Last week, you did some research into some Christians who made a significant
impact in the world.
In the PowerPoint in Google Classroom, read the extract from Matthew’s gospel.
Think about how those Christians tried to follow these examples.

Science
This week we will explore different non-contact forces, including gravity and
magnetic force. Work through the Oak Academy lesson and have a go at the
activities.
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/what-are-non-contact-forces6djkgd

Jigsaw: Different Dreams and Goals
Compare the similarities and
differences of the aspirations of young
people from different cultures.
Create a ‘dreams and goals tree’ for
yourself and then create another tree
for a child from a different culture or
country (maybe a child whose family
works on a fair-trade farm?)

PE
There are many links on this website
that show you how to keep fit and
have fun at home and in your garden.
https://www.nhs.uk/change4life/activi
ties
Get active and practise your times
tables at the same time…
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/superm
overs/ks2-maths-collection/z7frpg8

Topic – Geography: Fairtrade cotton
Watch the ‘Unravelling the thread’ film and design a T-shirt promoting facts and fair-trade messages about the cotton industry. Is there anything about cotton
production that has surprised or shocked you?
There is a T-shirt template to help you on Google Classroom or you can draw your own. Or, if you have an old T-shirt that needs recycling, you could even use this
instead!
https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/teaching-resources/unravelling-the-thread/

Please record all of your English and Maths learning in your Home Learning Journals. Your teacher will collect these in when you return to school. Please
remember to draw a margin in your maths book whenever you start a new page and ALWAYS present your work neatly.
Remember to check your Google Classroom each day for the option to send photographs of your assignments. Your teacher will send feedback once they have
received your photographs.

